
JOURNAL WRITING APPS FOR MAC

After testing nearly two dozen journaling apps for Mac, Windows, iOS, Android, and the web, these are the top
journaling apps we'd.

Additionally, individuals also report that journaling changes the way they behave towards and around other
people. In the end, these are the best journaling apps we've found for every platform. If you use that picture to
create a new journal entry, Day One will ask if you want to use the date and geolocation data from the photo
even the past weather for that time and place is added to the entry. The hardest part is actually sitting down
and writing, but the apps aboveâ€”with their reminders, prompts, and simple interfacesâ€”can help make this
the year you actually keep up a journal. But even if the app is a little older, its no less powerful than many of
its competitors. On the iPhone, Day One logs your current activity status, and the Mac version has a gorgeous
map view. Momento excels at resurfacing where you've been and what you've done in the past. Several
researchers, for example, have shown that people who journal report having significantly less distress, feel less
depressed, and have an overall better mood. There is no form of limitation. It has a clever and rich feature set
that lets you integrate photos, current location, weather data, and more into your journal entries. What Makes a
Great Journaling App A paper notebook and pen are fine for journaling, but apps offer more. We greatly
prefer being able to journal from all our devices, so this is a bit of a heartbreaker for Momento. We hope you
like it! And preset remindersâ€”for example, "what did you dream? If you enjoy using My Treehole and want
a couple of extras like passcode-protection, iCloud backup, and unlimited diaries, you can check out the pro
version. There is great security in knowing your memories and thoughts are printed on physical paper and
capable of being stored in your own home or in your personal safe. If you'd rather speak than type, you can
dictate your thoughtsâ€”and the speech recognition is actually accurate, in our tests. Other features that might
be important to you include password protection, Markdown support, ability to add more than one photo,
automatically adding location and weather, and journaling prompts. They give you more context on what
you've accomplished and where you might want to go, and let you include photos from your phone or posts
from your social media feeds to make the journaling experience more rewarding. I can know what the weather
was like that day, I can know where I was when I wrote that entry, I can know how many miles I walked at the
time of the entry, I can export my entire journal as a Plain Text file or PDF that will be readable 20 years from
now, and I can even order a printed book of all my journal entries.


